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Executive Summary

This paper is a qualitative analysis of, and a survey of available information on, Spaceflight Industries. A

small-satellite products and services company based in Seattle, Washington. The report is a class-project

written in the authors’ Management of Organizations course. Consequentially, the purpose underlying the

paper is a better understanding of the systems of design and structure that comprise a modern commercial

organization. In this way, and many others, the paper was a success.

The investigation of Spaceflight Industries was founded on two core texts, Good to Great: Why Some

Companies Make the Leap… And Others Don’t (GtG) by Dr. Jim Collins and Organizational Theory, Design and

Change (OTDC) by Dr. Gareth R. Jones. Examination of Spaceflight Industries was implemented via two

methods. Primarily by a qualitative approach, interviewing two managers at Spaceflight, Phil Bryztwa and

Mitch Elson. Additionally, we conducted a survey of the host of publically available source materials on

Spaceflight Industries.

Our conclusions and recommendations are well founded and will be of use to the company. These

conclusions are focused on Good to Great Benchmarks. These benchmarks were determined by applying

Good to Great’s core concepts and standards to the interviews with Mr. Bryztwa and Mr. Elson. As primary

sources are preferable, we attempted to avoid utilizing our other data for the Good to Great Benchmarks.

Considerably before we quantified these benchmarks, we started the project by assessing requirements,

and determining study objectives. Resolved to actualize an accurate analysis of the company we studied.



Study Objectives

Our study is designed to:

1. Ascertain if Spaceflight is a ‘Great’ company per Jim Collin’s Good to Great.

2. Research the market(s) Spaceflight Industries inhabits.

3. Classify Spaceflight Industries’ design, effectiveness, structure, and culture.

Facilitating the study objectives:

The study objectives were broadly designated during our first meeting. It was also during our initial

meeting that we divided the tasks involved in writing a Shared Operating and Interlocking Agreement, or

SOIA (Appendix I). We then agreed upon the tasks for the project’s first phase. Included in these were: a

record of contact with the companies we attempted to study (Appendix II), a bibliography of secondary

sources (Appendix III), and a research protocol including the original interview questions (Appendix IV).

These research methods and interview questions frame our study’s infrastructure.

Research Methods

Participants:

The main participant is the company we studied, Spaceflight Industries. We arranged to interview Phil

Bryztwa, the Business Development Manager in the Spaceflight Services division. Later we arranged to speak

with Mitch Elson, the Senior Mission Manager at Spaceflight Industries.

Data Collection:

Our team strove to use primarily qualitative research methods to collect the data and information for

our report. We gave priority to the interviews to uncover information about the company’s: industry,

organizational structure, design, culture, and leadership style. We also surveyed the information available on

the public internet and the private databases accessible by the University.

Qualitative Methodology:

Prior to our interview, (transcribed in Appendix V) each team member agreed to write down at least

eight questions. We established the requirement of there being at least five questions from GtG and three



questions from OTDC. In this first round, we came up with 46 questions. We then prioritized the questions

with regards to time, and eliminated overlapping questions. When we conducted the interviews, we asked

Phil 23 questions formed on GtG and gave Mitch nine questions based on OTDC.

After the interview, we analyzed the transcript question by question. At first we strove to verify that Phil

and Mitch have a significant impact on the company’s overall performance, were sufficiently aware of its

structure and design, and are appropriate interviewees for this project. We then began to evaluate

Spaceflight. Focused principally on the application of the Good to Great Benchmarks. We rated each

Benchmark on a scale between 1 to 3, and supplied quotes from the interview and GtG to support our

assessments. Where 1 means ‘Does not display good-to-great characteristics.’ 2 means ‘Displays some good-togreat characteristics.’, and 3 signifies ‘Fully displays the characteristics of a good-to-great company.’ We voted

on each Benchmark and when in disagreement we discussed it until one factor changed their mind. We

found this to be easy and a consensus was quickly arrived at. Whereas while researching Spaceflights

organization we encountered considerable roadblocks.

Problems Encountered

As our participant is a private company, information about its market share and revenue were publicly

unavailable. Knowing that a private company might be reticent to disclose any financial information we

made up number lines with each end arbitrarily labeled -10 to 10. We made lines for estimating: this year’s

revenue, last year’s revenue, the average revenue 3-5 years ago, as well as a line for market share. We then

presented these to both Phil and Mitch, asking them to indicate what point on the line appropriately shows

their revenue. They both categorically refused to give out even the slightest hint as to Spaceflights market

share or revenues. We did find one revenue figure from Hoover’s online company database. Which states

that for the year of 2014 Spaceflight Industries had an “Annual Sales (Estimated)” equal to “$9.91 Million”

(Hoover’s, 2015). During the interview, we asked Mr. Bryztwa if this number was accurate. He seemed

shocked at the number but refused to comment, other than asking pointedly where we received the figure.

As a group we think this is an indicator that $9.91 million is approximately correct. Although, as we were



unable to verify it, we feel that it is not enough to include in the report as a finding. Therefore, our biggest

challenge was assaying Spaceflight Industries’ revenue and market share.

We were able to find a significant amount about the company otherwise. We were able to accumulate a

large volume of information about the company’s story, its opportunities, the markets it resides in, and its

principal competitors. As well as extrapolate its organizational effectiveness and design from the interviews

we conducted and the evidence we collected.

Company Analysis

Spaceflight’s Story

Spaceflight is an umbrella company formed in early 2015. It contains three different revenue models in

two subsidiary companies. All of which is crafted to exploit major opportunities within the satellite sector of

the space market. CEO and founder of Spaceflight Industries, Jason Andrews, signifies in his document

“Spaceflight Industries Overview” that Spaceflight is designed to serve all the needs of those interested in

orbiting a commercial satellite. Spaceflight can build a satellite or it can retrofit an existing satellite.

Spaceflight can find a launch vehicle, expedite and manage a launch, and can communicate with a satellite

for its lifetime in orbit (Andrews J., 2015, pg.2).

When reading “Our Story, Our People, Our Leaders” on Spaceflight’s website you learn that Spaceflight

Industries was founded, in essence, in 1999 as Andrews Space. Andrews Space was rebranded Spaceflight

Systems in 2015 when Spaceflight Industries became its parent company. Spaceflight Systems provides lowcost and high-performance components and satellites to the Small-sat market (Spaceflight Industries, 2015b,

para.2).

Spaceflight provides launch assistance through its other subsidiary company Spaceflight Services.

Founded in 2010 as the “space logistics company” (Andrews J., 2015, pg.2). It is described on their webpage

“Mission Resources” as providing “commercial ‘rideshare’ launch and mission management services”

(Spaceflight Industries, 2015a, para. 5). Spaceflight Networks was founded in 2014 to provide a low-cost,

flexible plan, Small-sat communications network (Spaceflight Industries, 2015b, para.2).



Key Economic Figures

Spaceflight specifically works with Smallsats, Cubesats, and Nano-satellites. Which the State of the

Satellite Industry Report, compiled by the Tauri Group, says is one of the fastest growing slices of the satellite

launch market (The Tauri Group, 2014, pg.25). The 2015 Small Satellite Market Observations, produced

annually by Spaceworks Enterprises, reveals that the small/micro and nano-satellite market accounts for 63%

of the payload mass launched in 2014, up 9% from 2013. It further observes there were 158 total

micro/nano-satellites launched in 2014, a 72% increase since 2013 (Spaceworks Enterprises, 2015, pg.7-8).

Again from the Tauri Group, we learn that satellites comprise 60% of global space revenue, and the market

segment increased 3% over last year. The total revenue for the satellite industry in 2013 was $195.2 billion

(The Tauri Group, 2014, pg. 32). Whereas the Space Foundation’s The Space Report divulges that the global

space market grew by 9% to $330 billion in 2014 (Space Foundation, 2015, pg.3). The marketplace

Spaceflight Systems resides in, “Commercial Infrastructure and Support Industries,” is currently valued at

$127.65 billion. Spaceflight Services and Spaceflight Networks operate in the “$123.18 billion Commercial

Space Products and Services” market (Space Foundation, 2015, pg.3).

Market Opportunity

In “IBIS World Industry Report 33641b” we learn, from researcher and author Maksim Soshkin, that

last year within the U.S.’s Space Vehicle and Missile Manufacturing Industry there was $26.1 billion in

revenue and $2.6 billion of that was profit (Soshkin, 2015). A 10% profit margin creates a great deal of

opportunity for growth. Space Vehicle Manufacturing is the market segment that Spaceflight Systems resides

in. In regards to Spaceflight Services’ and Networks’ opportunities, large governmental rockets often have

room to spare outside their primary payloads (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11th, 2015).

Spaceflight Services uses this extra payload to drive their revenue model, and the satellites that are launched

constitute Spaceflight Networks’ customer base. These opportunities are becoming increasingly more

common. The Space Report informs us that there were 92 launches in 2014, up from 81 in 2013 (Space

Foundation, 2015, pg. 4).



Major Competitors

The major competitor Spaceflight identified is Trisept (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11,

2015). Trisept’s website states that they focus on “supporting the full lifecycle of space operation from

conception to completion” (Trisept Corporation, n.d., para. 1). Like Spaceflight Services they provide,

through rideshare opportunities, affordable access to space. However, Trisept mostly operates for the

government (Trisept Corporation, n.d., para. 2) and Spaceflight’s customer base is commercial and private

entities. Spaceflight’s main competitor outside the US is ISIS (Innovative Solutions In Space), situated in the

Netherlands. Similar to Spaceflight and Trisept, ISIS wants to be one stop partner for space missions (ISIS,

2015, para. 2). Phil explained Spaceflights’ relationship with its competitors as, “But it’s kind of like we are

all frenemies… we compete on stuff but there is actually instances where we team up on stuff and do

missions together” (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015)

Organizational Effectiveness

We will evaluate how effectively Spaceflight Industries operates utilizing the three main approaches

outlined in OTDC. Accomplishing this by isolating the most relevant quote in the qualitative data, then

searching for qualifying evidence from our survey of information, and then rating their efficacy.

1) “The external resource approach is to evaluate the organization’s ability to secure, manage, and

control scarce and valued skills and resources.” (Jones, 2013, pg.16).

“Emma: What are the specific environmental forces that give rise to opportunities and



threats at Spaceflight?



Mitch: So I think the first opportunity is launch vehicles cost so much. Access to space is so

very expensive. That leads to limited access. But if you take our concept that opens up access.

And what we are doing is very hard. And the launch vehicle community only wants to talk to one

person and that’s where they like us to come and represent 5, 6, 7, or 14 whatever that number is.

Because we look like one spacecraft even though we are multiple spacecraft. And that is our big

opportunity” (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015).

Spaceflight Industries is able to acquire the resources they need, giving them a competitive advantage.

Although the prohibitive expense of going to space is problematic. However, Spaceflight just acquired their

own, possibly reusable, rocket (Foust, 2015, para. 2). Quickly making their strategy much more effective.

Score: 7/10



2) “The internal systems approach is to evaluate the organization’s ability to be innovative and function

quickly and responsively” (Jones. 2013, pg.16).

“Emma: What is the process by which Spaceflight makes key decisions and develops key



strategies?



Phil: I think it comes down to knowing your customer. We have a lot Microsoft, Amazon and

software people that look at Space from a, ‘this should be nimble and fast and iterative approach.’

Whereas hardware and space development in the past was: ‘we are going to design this once and

never make any changes.’ And that is a really poor way to provide solutions to your customer.

So what we typically do and what we have done since the beginning; is the sales team… might be

running different missions to get our customers to Space and every time we have a conversation

with them, they bring up some great idea. We are constantly making a list. Looking at, hey this

is what we should do next time” (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015).

Spaceflight Industries’ internal approach is to continually change and adapt. They constantly innovate

and redesign their organization to make it more effective, the creation of Spaceflight Industries and the rearchitecting of Andrews Space is a testament to this. They strive to fit well with the environment and their

customers through constant adjustment.

Score: 8/10

3) “The technical approach is to evaluate the organization’s ability to convert skills and resources into

goods and services efficiently” (Jones, 2013, pg.16).

“Natalya: What is Spaceflight’s long-term strategy, where do you see your company in 20



years?



Phil: I think we will continue to move up the food chain just as we have done doing launch,

micro satellites, to LEO missions, to interplanetary missions. Go from a launch provider to an

operator of satellites… So I think that is where we are going to go. To do more missions and

more complex missions and then solve harder problems which if you solve harder problems you

are going to make more money” (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015).

Spaceflight Industries has a superb technical approach. They are facile at finding what new technology

they need to acquire, and how to improve it in the long term. They also create new technology as it is

required, Spaceflight Systems’ line of custom satellites attests to this (Spaceflight Industries, 2015c).

Score: 10/10

Our conclusion is that Spaceflight Industries relies primarily on the technical approach to organizational

effectiveness. They are above average across the board. This gives them a balance that is very competitive and

speaks well to the manner in which their organization deals with the fundaments of business; the utilization

of resources to meet their stakeholders needs and expectations.



Organizational Design

The organizational design for Spaceflight Industries is sophisticated. Being a parent company with two

subsidiaries, Spaceflight Systems, and Spaceflight Services -which contains Spaceflight Networks.

Based on the interview we conducted with its employees we surmise that Spaceflight Industries has a

hybrid structure. As it appears to have characteristics of both a product division structure and a

multidivisional structure. Like a product division structure, Spaceflight has centralized support functions and

is differentiated by product. However, like a multidivisional structure, it operates in many different business

and profit models and has corporate managers, divisional managers, and functional managers.

Spaceflight Industries’ divisional holdings are all deeply related, a key strength of a multidivisional

structure. Though, as Spaceflight is still young, it is not burdened by the obstacles that can characterize a

large multidivisional structure like communication problems, bureaucratic costs, or coordination problems.

According to “Our Story” published by Spaceflight Industries the Spaceflight companies share Board

Members. The Board is comprised of Spaceflight Systems’ President, Marian Joh, and President of

Spaceflight Services, Curt Blake, as well as a host of investors and advisors (Spaceflight Industries, 2015b).

The inclusion of the primary divisions’ Presidents as Board Members is a prudent balance in corporate

responsibility, an important design decision.

Spaceflight Industries’ org. chart (APPENDIX VI) has at its head CEO Jason Andrews. Directly under

him are three corporate officers. Chief Technology Officer Peter Wegner, who leads all three product

offerings’ technical pursuits. Beside him at the corporate level is Tom Neary, Chief Financial Officer and

Indra Hornsby, the General Council (Spaceflight Industries, 2015b). Spaceflight Industries corporate is also

where HR and other support functions are localized. During our interview with Phil Bryztwa and Mitch

Elson we had them sketch an org chart and when asked about support functions both indicated they were

localized in Spaceflight Industries. These corporate support structures are one reason why Spaceflight’s

organizational structure is a hybrid structure. This assumption is further supported in OTDC by Dr. Jones



when he said, “Companies that operate only in one industry but choose to compete in different market

segments of the industry may use a hybrid structure” (Jones, 2013, pg. 170).

Spaceflight Systems is the oldest part of Spaceflight Industries as it is what remains of Andrews Space. In

the historical business database, referenceUSA we learned that Andrews Space was a company founded in

1999 by Jason Andrews to be an “integrator of aerospace systems and a developer of advanced space

technologies” (infoUSA, 2015). Many of Spaceflight Systems’ product offerings are based on Andrews Space

technologies and many of the employees are the same (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015).

As the employees at Spaceflight System move from one project team to another project team while being

grouped primarily by function, we assume it is a matrix structure. Workers at Systems also have at least two

bosses, one who fills the product team manager role (M. Elson, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015).

The matrix structure is an advantageous configuration for Spaceflight Systems as it increases flexibility and

allows for better utilization of the specialization required for completing multiple complex technical projects

and products.

Spaceflight Services is a functional structure. The two individuals we met with are functional group

managers. Both work together but are horizontally differentiated and report to the President of Spaceflight

Services, their divisional head. So from Jason Andrews to Mitch’s subordinates there is 4 levels of hierarchy.

Relatively tall for a company of its size, but this keeps the span of control small which is good practice due to

the precision and technicality required (P. Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015).

Good to Great Benchmarks

1) Does Spaceflight Industries have “Level 5 Leadership”?

“These leaders are a paradoxical blend of personal humility and professional will” (Collins, 2001, pg. 13).

“Nels: What attributes do you believe make a great leader?

Phil: I think being transparent about the goals of the company. I think there needs to be a vision

to keep people motivated… For me you need to have that vision but you also need to have

realistic expectations on this is how we are going to get there. So not just vision but concrete

steps and path to obtain that vision… So there are lots of dreamers, and dreams are good but

with our management if you don’t have the path to get there… you will never be successful” (P.

Bryztwa, personal communication, Nov. 11, 2015).
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